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PO boxes changed
without notice to
previous subscribers
By Nawara Fattahova

KUWAIT: There are no shortages of com-
plaints about Kuwait’s troubled postal service. It
is well known that the system is slow, outdated,
often misplaces or loses mail and packages,
does not run efficiently and is not customer
friendly. 

In the latest challenge to postal service cus-
tomers, those who rent postal boxes are now
losing their boxes without notification and with-
out warning. Postal service managements at
locations around Kuwait are closing boxes with
expired subscriptions and renting them to new
subscribers due to the growing demand - but
without first informing the previous subscribers. 

There are 68 post offices around Kuwait.
One of the oldest post offices in Kuwait is the
Salmiya Post Office, which has 3,000 PO box-
es. The number of boxes in other post offices
may differ. 

The failure to renew subscriptions or even
warn current patrons is based on a decision by
the ministry of communication to change the
keys of all boxes with expired subscriptions,
whether rented to new customers or even the
same customer with a new contract. 

Subscriptions for PO boxes are typically paid
annually. But as often happens, a subscriber may
forget exactly when the subscription expires. In
this case, a note would be placed in the box to
warn the subscriber that the rental is up for
renewal or about to expire. But this is not hap-
pening. Instead, no notice or warnings are given.
All post office box subscriptions that expire are
canceled and the box is rented to someone else,
even if the person who has used the address for
years tries to renew and pay the fee. 

This reporter recently discovered that her
postal box rental had been terminated - with-
out warning or notice - immediately after the
subscription expired. When she tried to pay
and renew the subscription for her PO box,
which had been rented by her parents for over
50 years, she was told that the subscription
was terminated and she can’t renew it unless
she gets a new key, although her key is still
functional. 

The employee also told her that keys are not
available and that they have no clue when they
will receive them from the ministry. “Keys for
the boxes are not available now. We ordered
them from the ministry almost two months ago,
but haven’t received them yet,” the post office
employee said. So someone who has lost their
box and wants to subscribe to a new box can’t
even do that. Letters arriving to the box to the
canceled boxes will be returned to senders. 

Another subscriber lost her box after using
it for over 30 years and was told it was given
to a new subscriber. This happened last month
when the post office received 20 new keys for
boxes, which were immediately rented to new
subscribers. While it is fair to rent boxes that
go unpaid to new subscribers, at the least cur-
rent subscribers should receive a warning
notice in advance that they need to renew, or
risk losing the box. 

KUWAIT: The Cabinet’s General Secretariat has
assigned the Public Authority for Manpower to
upgrade the current work permit system for for-
eign residents in order to increase fees for all
services it provides, a local daily reported yester-
day quoting sources.

The authority was told to put up a plan to
increase fees for work visas issued to foreign work-
ers by the second or third quarters of 2022, Al-
Qabas reported quoting sources familiar with the
discussions. The main goal of amending the work
permits’ system is to fight human trafficking and
prevent the entry of unskilled labor who do not
bring added value to the local economy, said the
sources who spoke on the condition of anonymity.
Kuwait has ramped up its efforts to fight trafficking
in persons; the least of which is an announcement
made by the Interior Ministry yesterday of launch-
ing a hotline to report human and labor trafficking
cases at 1888688.

Furthermore, the authority was also instructed to
set a percentage for replacing foreign labor in the
private sector with national manpower, starting with
five percent in 2022 and up to 20 percent by 2025,
said the sources, noting that the plan also includes
introducing programs to “lure skilled foreign labor”
into the country. The report does not provide
details about the mechanism by which the plan is to
be executed, and whether the proposed fee
increase will cover services other than issuing new
work visas, such as visa renewal. It says that the
plan is necessitated by the need to “address flaws in

the private sector’s labor market” and to create
non-oil revenues to the state’s budget.

Power tariffs
In the meantime, Minister of Electricity, Water

and Renewable Energy Mishan Al-Otaibi said there
is a plan to raise tariffs for all sectors except the
residential sector within two years, based on stud-
ies prepared by the concerned committee at the

ministry, in a way that does not affect the local
economy. Otaibi said it is important to carry out
productive projects on time in coordination and
cooperation with the authorities, and warned that in
case projects are not completed on time, “we will
face crises in 2025 as some projects are four to five
years late”. Speaking as he presented the ministry’s
2020-2030 strategy, Otaibi said the increase in tar-
iffs is linked to the economic reform plan as part of
an integrated program at the state level to direct
subsidies to those who deserve them, Al-Rai daily

reported yesterday.
Otaibi explained during the press conference

held Sunday that his ministry has updated the
strategic objectives of its plan for digital transfor-
mation and renewable energy in keeping with
Kuwait Vision 2035. “The recently introduced
changes cover a great part of the future energy
projects in order to ensure the needs of consumers
in a sustainable way,” he said. “The digitalization
aims to ensure provision of high-quality service to
consumers, institutional excellence and develop-
ment of human resources,” he revealed.

On top of the ministry’s plan for 2030 are the
electricity generating projects which envisage
securing up to 5,000 megawatts over this period,
which constitute an increase by 45 percent, Otaibi
pointed out. The seawater desalination projects aim
to increase the production capacity by 350 million
imperial gallons per day, the minister added.

Kuwait mulls increase
in work permit fees

To fight human trafficking and prevent entry of unskilled labor

Plans to raise
energy tariffs

in 2 years

Tremors felt in
Kuwait after
Iran earthquake 
KUWAIT: Tremors were felt in several
areas around Kuwait yesterday morning
after an earthquake hit west Iran at 5:39
am. A 5.7-magnitude earthquake hit
Iran’s eastern Khuzestan Province with-
out causing any casualties, Tehran
University earthquake monitoring center
said yesterday. In a statement, the cen-
ter said that the earthquake occurred at
a depth of 10 kilometers from the earth’s
surface. The public relations official in
the emergency department, Mohsin
Ibrahimi affirmed that the earthquake
resulted in some minor injuries, without
any deaths recorded so far. A map showing the epicenter of the earthquake.

62% in Kuwait don’t
perform required
physical activity
KUWAIT: The health ministry’s health promotion depart-
ment launched an awareness campaign on the importance of
physical activity in the presence of department director Dr
Abeer Al-Bahouh and other officials. “We are hoping to
become a more active and healthier society by reducing
lethargy by 10 percent during the next five years,” Bahouh
said in statement published by Al-Jarida Arabic daily yester-
day. She added that 62.5 percent of people in Kuwait do not
perform the required physical activity.

Bahouh said lack of physical activity has resulted in a rise
in chronic diseases in Kuwait and the world. “Physical activity
is not only walking; rather it is the activity of muscles that are
close to bones, provided that they release energy, which must
be at least 150-300 minutes per week for adults according to
international recommendations,” she added. Bahouh said
there should be moderate to hard exercise three times a
week, while children should exercise 60 minutes daily.

Municipal Council
prepares sites for
camping season
KUWAIT: The Municipal Council said yesterday
that it had prepared sites for the upcoming camp-
ing season, allocating in the process several loca-
tions to allow caravans owners to park their vehi-
cles. In a press release, Deputy Director General of
Ahmadi and Hawally governorates at the Municipal
Council Fahad Al-Shtaili stated that a committee —
tasked with preparing for the camping season —
held a meeting to discuss safety regulations for
those seeking leisure in the desert or elsewhere
during the season. The committee also touched on
measures connected with countering the spread of
coronavirus (COVID-19) especially for campers
this year, Shtaili. The meeting reviewed the condi-
tions set to issue permits for camping sites and
ways for campers to book specific locations
through an electronic system. Field teams were also
formed to remove any campsites outside the
approved areas, he indicated, adding that warnings
would be issued to cattle owners encroaching on
campgrounds. Shtaili revealed that the committee
had discussed setting points for groceries, medical
centers and fire stations to offer their services to
the campers. — KUNA

Zain sponsors 
exhibition at No
Time to Die premiere
KUWAIT: Zain, the leading digital service provider
in Kuwait, sponsored the exhibition held during the
premiere of the hugely anticipated James Bond
movie, No Time to Die. The special event, held at
Grand Cinemas Al-Hamra, witnessed the presence
of Belinda Lewis, the United Kingdom’s
Ambassador to the State of Kuwait, Waleed Al-
Khashti, Corporate Communications and Relations

Officer of Zain Kuwait, as well as many fans of the
James Bond franchise. 

Zain’s support to this event came in line with its
keenness to support and encourage the various
efforts and initiatives that offer a unique entertain-
ment and social experience for the public, especial-
ly for the youth who are society’s most vibrant seg-
ment. This is especially true during this period of
time where entertainment venues are gradually
reopening, and normal life is recommencing after
the pandemic. 

The exclusive premiere of the long awaited and
hugely anticipated James Bond movie, No Time to
Die, featured a special exhibition that showcased
many of the beloved character’s belongings and
most famous vehicles. Many hardcore James Bond

fans enjoyed touring the exhibition before watching
the movie that finally premiered after a long wait
due to the COVID pandemic. 

Zain is always keen on being present in the most
unique events to add its own touch and reflect the
values of its brand. The company believes that the
Kuwaiti private sector has an essential role in fur-
ther pushing national economy and the country’s
entertainment scene, and so it was keen on being a
main supporter of this event. 

Zain is aware of the important role private sec-
tor companies play in encouraging such initiatives
that enrich the country’s entertainment scene and
offer a fun environment for the youth, especially
that it is one of the private sector’s biggest
national companies. 

Gulf Bank 
celebrates return 
to school with
educational song
KUWAIT: In conjunction with the start of the
new school year which kicked off this week in
attendance after a hiatus of nearly two years, Gulf
Bank launched a song that includes the Arabic
alphabet, to make it easier for everyone to learn.
This song comes as an encouragement to stu-
dents, teachers, and parents, and to welcome them
into the new normal. Each word of the song
begins with a letter of the Arabic alphabet, to
make it easy to memorize.

Speaking about this
marketing program, Gulf
Bank’s Deputy General
Manager of Consumer
banking (Marketing),
Najla Aleisa, said: “With
the beginning of the
school year, we wish the
students, their parents,
and faculty members an
academic year full of
knowledge, work, and

successes. In preparing for this lyrical work, we
wanted to present a positive and useful work that
reflects everyone’s joy in this good return to
schools, and helps students learn the alphabets of
the Arabic language. We conducted a quick test on
several people of different age groups and found
that most of those we asked do not know the Arabic
alphabet properly. That is why we decided to
release this educational song about the alphabet

and welcoming students, teachers, and parents
through a work that reflects their true happiness
with the end of distance education, and the gradual
return to the life they were accustomed to before
the outbreak of the epidemic. At Gulf Bank, we are
keen on the participation of the people of Kuwait in
all the occasions that the country is going through,
and it was necessary for us to share with them the
joy of this safe return to school, as we have always
done with them.”

Gulf Bank’s vision is to be the leading Kuwaiti
bank of the future. The bank is constantly engaging
and empowering its employees as part of an inclu-
sive and diversified workplace in recognition of
every employee’s role in delivering customer excel-
lence and serving the community at large. With its
extensive network of branches and innovative digi-
tal services, Gulf Bank gives its customers the
choice of how and where to conduct their banking
transactions, all while ensuring a simple and seam-
less banking experience.

Najla Aleisa

KUWAIT: UK Ambassador Belinda Lewis with Waleed Al-Khashti and Zain’s team
at the exhibition. 

UK Ambassador Belinda Lewis views one of the vehicles showcased at the
exhibition.


